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By Philip C. Brown

University of Hawai i Press, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Cultivating Commons challenges the common understanding of Japanese
economic and social history by uncovering diverse landholding practices in early modern Japan. In
this first extended treatment of multiple systems of farmland ownership, Philip Brown argues that it
was joint landownership of arable land, not virtually private landownership, that characterized a
few large areas of Japan in the early modern period and even survived in some places down to the
late twentieth century. The practice adapted to changing political and economic circumstances
and was compatible with increasing farm involvement in the market. Brown shows that land rights
were the product of villages and, to some degree, daimyo policies and not the outcome of
hegemons and shoguns cadastral surveys. Joint ownership exhibited none of the tragedy of the
commons predicted by much social science theory and in fact explicitly structured a number of
practices compatible with longer-term investment in and maintenance of arable land.Exploring
early modern society from the ground up, this work provides new perspectives on how villagers
organized themselves and their lands, and how their practices were articulated (or were not
articulated) to...
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This ebook will not be e ortless to get going on studying but very enjoyable to learn. Of course, it can be play, still an amazing and interesting literature.
Your daily life period will probably be enhance once you complete looking at this book.
-- Mr . O sbor ne Hom enick-- Mr . O sbor ne Hom enick

Thorough guide! Its such a very good go through. It is really simplified but surprises in the 50 % from the ebook. You will like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn-- Mr . B r a ndt K ihn
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